1. Introductions
   Present: Nathan Pfaff, Michell Cao, Scott Bull, Jessica Gasiorek, Araceli Acevedo

2. General Announcements
   a. CSO Silent Bike Auction will be moved up to Tuesday, May 4th to coincide with Human Rights Week
      i. Several student groups including EAB are interested in attending the auction to buy bike parts to fix up and donate to families in Isla Vista so we have guaranteed buyers

3. AS BIKES Business
   a. We updated the priority list for major bike system improvement projects that we will target during Summer 2010(listed in order of priority). Nathan will see how much money is in our Facilities account and work on getting an estimate for each project
      i. SRB Parking
         1. Paving over planters to improve entry ways
         2. Replace with Peak racks and reorganize the alignment of racks north-south rather than east-west to allow better access.
         3. Potentially an expensive project because it is a large area and can fit twice as many racks with the more efficient design of Peak racks (costs $80 a spot)
      ii. South Hall
         1. Highly degraded area desperately needs resurfacing. Starting from where we left off in the winter at the path split by Kerr Hall) and all the way down west of South Hall to Storke Circle. Also needs sidestriping to differentiate bike path from sidewalk.
      iii. Storke Circle
         1. Certain areas are getting pretty degraded. Needs resurfacing and restriping.
   b. BioEngineering Bldg
      i. AS BIKES needs to take a stance on the planning for this project to show that there is a concern for safety if the service road is rerouted to have cars drive on the sidewalk
      ii. Araceli has talked to the Clay Carlson about it, who plans on addressing the issue to Leg. Council
      iii. Nathan will contact Marc Fisher and cc: the committee
c. Tagging bikes
   i. Need to tag abandoned bikes so that CSO can do major bike abatement during the summer and clean out all the racks
   ii. Michell will work on coordinating this and assign bike rack areas to volunteers who can help out

MOTION:
MC Cao, approval to purchase a box of flagging tape to tag bikes
MSC Pfaff
Motion approved unanimously

4. Outreach
   a. CSO Silent Bike Auction
      i. CSO currently has 15 bikes saved aside for the event.
      ii. Michell will talk to Rob Crew about adding more rummaged bikes, including a couple of lots, to allow student groups to purchase them for the bike repair event
      iii. Michell will look into possibly changing the location from the AS Bike shop to somewhere on campus that has more visibility
   b. Fall Bike Auction
      i. Michell will be working on pressuring CSO to do a full lot bike auction to get rid of everything in the impound lot.
   c. Bike theft
      i. Charlie Arreola contacted BIKES about an opportunity to help with bike theft on campus
      ii. Nathan responded to the email and Michell will set up a meeting with him
      iii. Nathan will follow up with UCPD about GPS tracker

5. Adjourn